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Beginning with Cauchy'sf fundamental theorem in 1820, much has been

done toward answering the two fundamental questions: Do there exist solu-

tions of a given differential equation or system of equations, which satisfy

given initial conditions, and how far are such solutions determined by these

initial conditions?

The case in which the coefficients of the system are analytic throughout

the domain of the independent variable was in the main disposed of by Cauchy

and his contemporaries, but the cases in which the coefficients present singu-

larities, has continued to occupy the attention of mathematicians up to the

present time. Almost all of these researches, however, are concerned with

the existence and nature of a solution only in a certain restricted domain for

the independent variables.

In the present paper we propose to study the ordinary equation of the

first order and first degree, dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y), where P(a:, y) and

Q ( x, y) are polynomials in the two complex variables x and y, for all yalues

of x and y. The first part of the paper is given over to a statement of the

well-known existence theorems required later. The functions defined by such

an equation will present no other singularities than branch points or poles, ex-

cept possibly at a finite number of points which may be determined algebra-

ically, and these solutions are in general infinitely many valued functions over

the a>plane.

These functions have been largely investigated by Boutrouxf who studies

the manner of interchange of their branches and the grouping of their branch

* Presented to the Society, April 26, 1913.
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points in the neighborhood of the fixed singularities, and the manner of growth

("croissance") of single branches of these functions over extended regions in the

ar-plane.

In this paper we shall not make a study of the individual integrals of an

equation, but rather of the "im grossen" properties of the totality of all the

integrals of the equation. We shall be guided by the well-known facts in the

case of real variables, due largely to Poincaré.* In this case the solutions

may be represented by a family of curves in the ar,z/-plane; there are a finite

number of singular points through which more than one curve may pass, and

there are certain closed limit curves or cycles about which other curves wind

spirally.

The second part of the present paper shows that the closed cycle has a close

analogy in the complex case; here every solution of the equation has limit

solutions which, with respect to this integral, play a part analogous to that

of the closed cycle in the real case. These limit solutions are in general

infinite in number, whereas in the real case the limiting closed cycles are finite

in number. However, by applying a sieve-like process due to Birkhoff,f we

are led to certain cyclic systems of limit solutions which have notable proper-

ties. There is in general only one such system, which probably coincides in

general with the totality of solutions, but which does not always do so.

The last three parts of this paper deal with the interrelation of the fixed

singularities, limit solutions, and cyclic systems of limit solutions. In particu-

lar, it is shown that, if all the fixed singularities of the equation are of the sim-

plest type, any two integrals pass through a common fixed singularity or

have a limit solution in common. The case when algebraic solutions exist is

especially considered.

I wish here to express my thanks to Professor G. D. Birkhoff for his kind

assistance and many suggestions in preparing this paper.

1. Preliminary theorems

The principal existence theorem in the theory of differential equations is

that of Cauchy.

Theorem of Cauchy. Given the differential equation, dy/dx = f(x,y).

If f(x, y) is analytic in the region, \x — Xo\ = r, \y — i/o | = P then there

exists one and only one function of x, y(x), which satisfies the given equation,

which at the point ar0 takes on the value y0, and which is analytic within a

circle about x0, whose radius is not less than

r(l  _c-P/CUfr>)

'Journal de mathématiques, ser. 3, vol. 7 (1881), p. 375 and vol. 8 (1882),

p. 251.
fBulletin de la Société mathématique de France, vol. 40 (1912)»

pp. 305-323.
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where M is the maximum absolute value of f (x, y) in the region

\x-Xn\^r,        |z/-t/o| = P-

Throughout this paper, as in this theorem, by the term "a circle about a

point," we shall mean a circle whose center is at that point.

Picard* has further proved that if a function which satisfies the differential

equation can be extended analytically along a path L to a:0 (but perhaps not

beyond), and if this function when taken along L to x0 approaches the value

y0, then this function must be identical with the function y ( x ) of the theo-

rem. This result shows that the function under these conditions can be

extended past the point x0.

For the "im grossen" theory of the first order differential equation,

dy/dx = P(x,y)/Q(x,y)

where P and Q are polynomials without common factors, we need to consider

the point at infinity in both the x- and the ¿/-planes.

If we make the transformation, y = 1/y we obtain a new equation of the same

form, dy/dx = P2 (x, y)/Qt(x, y ), whose integrals are the reciprocals of the

integrals of the given equation. If P2 (x, y)/Qt(x,y) is analytic at x = x0,

y = 0, then by the theorem of Cauchy there is a function y ( x ), which satisfies

the equation dy/dx = P2 (a;, y)/Qt(x, y) and which is analytic and vanishes

at a;0. If y ( x ) does not vanish identically, then there is one, and only one,

function of x, y (x) which satisfies the equation dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y)

and which at the. point x0 has a pole. If the function y ( x ) vanishes identically

then the equation dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y) has no integral which at x0

becomes infinite. In this case, to secure uniformity of statement in the

theorems of this paper, we shall say that the equation admits the ideal integral

y = °° •
To treat the case where x is infinite, we make the transformation, x = 1/x,

obtaining the equation, dy/dx = Pi(x, y)/Qi(x, y) ; and, to treat the case

where both x and y are infinite, we make the transformation, x = 1/x, y = 1/y,

obtaining dy/dx = P3(x, y)/Q3(x, y). We obtain results for these cases

entirely similar to the one stated for the case where y becomes infinite.

Thus, if the point at infinity is treated after the manner indicated, it is

found to play a part no different from a finite point in the x- or ¿/-plane.

Throughout this paper, even if no special mention of the fact is made, the

possibility of a variable becoming infinite is not to be excluded.

We have next to consider the points at which P (x, y)/Q(x, y) (or the

corresponding quotient P,/Q,) fails to be analytic. These points have been

divided into two categories, the movable singularities, and the fixed or essen-

* Picard, Traité d'analyse, vol. 2, chap. 11.
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tial singularities.    The first category is made up of these cases:

(a):   x0,2/0 finite, Q (x0, 2/0) = 0,      Q(x0,y)^0,      P(ar0, 1/0) 4= 0

(b):    ar0 infinite, Qi(0,z/o) = 0,      Qi(0,y)$0,      Pi(0,y0)4=0

(c):    i/o infinite, Q2(ar0,0)=0,     Q2 (ar0, y) + 0,      P2 (ar0, 0) + 0

(d):   a-o, 2/0 infinite,       Q3(0,0)=0,      Q3(0,2/)*0,       P3(0,0) + 0.

The following theorem is characteristic of these cases.

Theorem. If Q(x0,y0) = 0, Q(x0,y) # 0, and P(x0,y0) 4= 0, iAen

there is one and only one function of x, y(x) which satisfies the differential

equation, dy/dx = P (x, y)/Q(x, y), takes on the value y0 at ar0 and has at ar0 a

simple branch point.

Here also the solution is unique in the sense defined above.

The other category of singularities of P(x, y)/Q(x, y), the fixed singu-

larities, we find it convenient to further subdivide into two classes, denoting

them respectively as fixed singularities of the first kind, and of the second

kind.   The fixed singularities of the first kind are the points ar0, y0 as follows

(a): x0,2/0 finite, P(xQ,y0)=0, Q(x0,y0)=0, Q(x0,y)^0

(b): ar0 infinite, Pi(0,y0) = 0, Qi(0,y0)=0, Qi(0,y)*0

(c): 2/0 infinite, P2(ar0,0)=0, Q2(ar0,0) = 0, Q2(x0,y)^0

(d): ar0, y0 infinite, P,(0,0)=0, Q»(0,0)=0, Qi(0,y)±0.

A singularity of this kind has evidently two coordinates, ar0, 2/0, so that at x0

only those integrals which there take on the value y0 fail to come under the

preceding theorems.

The fixed singularities of the second kind include the only remaining singu-

larities, i. e., the cases where Q(x0,y) =0, Qi(0,y) =0, Q2 ( ̂ 0, 2/ ) =0,

or Q3 ( 0, y ) = 0, if any of these cases occur. A singularity of this kind has

evidently only one coordinate ar0; at such a point ar0, the preceding theorems

fail to apply, irrespective of the initial value of y0. It is evident there are

only a finite number of fixed singularities of either the first or second kind.

By the aid of the preceding theorems, and a further theorem first proved

by Painlevé,* we can state that a function of ar which satisfies the equation

dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y) can be extended over the whole ar-plane, and, 1

except at the ar-coördinates of the fixed singularities, the only singularities of

the function will be poles and branch points. In general such functions will

be infinitely many valued.

Let / ( ar, ar0, 2/0 ) denote that integral of the equation, which at the point ar0

* See Boutroux, Leçons sur les fonctions définies par les équations différentielles, p. 15.
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has the value y0. It is shown by various writers, that f(x, xa, y0) which

depends obviously upon x0, i/o as well as upon x, is algebroid in its three

arguments in the neighborhood of Xn,Xn,yn, provided that x0, y0, or x0, are

not the coordinates of a fixed singularity of the first kind, or second kind,

respectively.

Furthermore, f (x, x0, y0) is algebroid in its three arguments in the neigh-

borhood oí (xi, xn, y0), where xi and Xn are the extremities of a path L which

passes through the a>coördinate of no fixed singularity, and along which

f(x,Xn,y0) has no branch point except possibly at a;i. For the purposes of

this paper, it is necessary to note further that if at the point a;i, for fixed

ixo,yo) ,fix,x0,y0) has a pole or branch point of order ¿, then there exists a

neighborhood of a;i, and one of ( x0, y0 ), such that if ( xQ, y0 ) is in the latter

neighborhood, then / ( x, x0, y o ) for fixed ( x0, ya) will have poles or branch

points in the former neighborhood, the sum of whose orders is k. This exten-

sion follows immediately from the proof of the preceding statement.

2. Limit solutions and cyclic systems

The integrals of a differential equation, dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y) are in

general infinitely many valued functions over the ar-plane. The limiting

determinations of the infinitely many determinations of an integral of the

differential equation form what we shall call the limit solutions of that integral.

Let us give an exact definition:* At a point X, which is not the a>coördinate

of a fixed singularity, let Fi, Y2, Y3, • • • be the determinations of an integral

Y(x) counted as distinct if obtained by analytic extension along essentially

distinct paths. Then if Z be any limiting value oí Yi,Y2, Y3, • • • the integral

Z ( x ) defined by / ( x, X, Z ) is a limit solution of Y ( x ).

Although the definition requires only that infinitely many determinations

of Y ( x ) are near a particular determination, Z, of Z ( x ) only at X, it readily

follows from the algebroid character of / ( x, x, y ) in its arguments that in

the neighborhood of a determination of Z ( x ) at any x not the a;-coördinate of

a fixed singularity, there are infinitely many determinations of F (a;).

For, the determination Z at the point X can be carried into any other deter-

mination at any point x not the avcoördinate of a fixed singularity, over a

pa th L, which avoids all the fixed singularities and branch points of Z ( x ).

Since determinations of Y (a:) in any neighborhood of Z exist at X, deter-

minations of F (a;) differing from Z (x) by as little as we please, may be found

at any point x on L.

The proof of the following obvious theorem is omitted.

* Cf. Boutroux, Annales de e'école normale supérieure, ser. 3, vol.

27 (1905), p. 448. Comptes Rendus, vol. 138, p. 850-3. Leçons sur les fonctions

définies par les équations différentielles du premier ordre, pp. 25-30.
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Theorem I. A limit solution of a limit solution of an integral of the differ-

ential equation dy/dx = P (ar, y)/Q(x, y) is again a limit solution of that

integral.

In general, every integral will have infinitely many limit solutions, each

limit solution will have infinitely many limit solutions, etc. In thus forming

limit solutions of limit solutions the question naturally arises as to whether

there exists a set of integrals such that the limit solutions of any integral of

the set are the same set of integrals. An integral with a finite number of

values obviously is a special case of such a set. I shall now proceed to show

that there exists always a set of integrals having this property.

Let us think of the ¿/-plane as stereographically projected upon the ¿/-sphere

in the usual manner.    Take any integral Y(x) of the equation

dy/dx = P(ar, y)/Q(x, y),

and consider its various determinations at a point X, not the ar-coördinate

of a fixed singularity, and suppose these determinations to be marked upon

the ¿/-sphere. Suppose likewise that all the determinations at the point X of

all the limit solutions of Y ( x ) are marked upon the ¿/-sphere. The two sets

of marked points together form a closed set, of course.

Now, suppose the sphere to be divided up into a finite number of simple

sub-regions. A particular limit solution of Y(x) may have determinations

lying in every one of the sub-regions of the sphere, or it may fail to have any

determination in some of the sub-regions. For our present purposes, it is

most convenient to have each sub-region include its boundary, so that a

boundary point will lie in two or more regions.

Let Fi ( ar ) be either Y ( ar ) or a limit solution of Y ( ar ) whose determinations

lie in a least number of these sub-regions; that is, any other limit solution

of Y ( x ) must have determinations entering into at least as many sub-regions

of the ¿/-sphere as do the determinations of Yi(x). Having chosen Yi (x),

let us reject from further consideration all those sub-regions of the sphere

which contain no determination of Y i ( ar ). All the determinations of the

limit solutions of Yi ( x ) will evidently lie only in the sub-regions which have

been retained, and will be among the points already marked.

Now, divide up the retained sub-regions into smaller subregions, still

following the convention that the boundary of a region is part of that region.

Determinations of Fi ( ar ) or of any particular one of its limit solutions may

lie in every one of these smaller subregions, or only in some of them. Let

F2(ar) be one of these integrals, whose determinations enter into a least

number of the smaller sub-regions. Now reject from further consideration

all the sub-regions which do not contain determinations of F2 ( ar ).

This process of sub-division and selection of Fi ( x ), Y2(x)  • •• may be
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continued indefinitely. If the largest dimension of the largest sub-region

in the successive divisions approaches zero, a minimal set of points, L, which

will be retained through this process, will have the following property.

Theorem II. An integral of the equation which at x = X has one of its

determinations belonging to a minimal set L must have all its determinations at

x = X belonging to the set.

Proof. First let us remark that a necessary and sufficient condition that a

point Z be retained in the process of division and rejection, is that the point Z

be a limit point of the determinations of every one of the integrals Yi(x),

Y2(x), • • • . The sufficiency is obvious, for since the sub-regions are always

supposed to retain their boundaries, after the ¿th division, the limit points of

the determinations of Yk(x) must be retained.

The necessity is shown thus: Suppose that Z were not a limit point of the

determinations of Yk (x). Then we could surround Z by a region T on the

sphere, in which there would be no determinations of Yk(x) and therefore

also no determinations of F*+i ( x ), Yk+t ( x ),

At some division, say the Zth, I > k, Z would be an interior point of a

sub-region lying wholly within T, or would be a boundary point of sub-

regions all of which would lie wholly within T. Now since Yi(x) has no

determinations in T, Z would necessarily be rejected with the sub-regions of

which it is an interior or boundary point.

Thus we see that if an integral has one of its determinations belonging to L

that integral must be a limit solution of Fi ( x ), Y2 ( x ), • • • . But in that

case any other determination of the integral is a limit point of determinations

of every one of the integrals, Yi(x), Y2(x), • • •, and that is sufficient that

this determination belong to L.

Theorem III. If an integral has determinations at X belonging to a minimal

set L, then any limit solution of this integral has at X determinations belonging

to the set L.

For the given integral must be a limit solution of all the integrals Fi ( x ),

F2 ( x ), • • • . Hence so too must be its limit solution. But this suffices to

make its limit solution have determinations among the set L.

Theorem IV. Any integral which at X has determinations belonging to a

minimal set L, is a limit solution of any other integral which at X has deter-

minations belonging to the set L.

For suppose that Zi(x) and Z2(x) are integrals which at X, respectively,

have determinations belonging to the set L, and that Z\(x) is not a limit

solution of Z2 (x). Let Z be any determination of Zi(x). Then at some

stage in the process of division and rejection by which the set L was ob-

tained, say the ¿th stage, Z must lie in a sub-region which contains no

determination of Z2 ( x ) or must be a boundary point of regions which contain
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no determinations of Z2(x). But since Z2 (ar) is a limit solution of F* (ar),

its determinations do not enter into more sub-regions of the Ärth division than

do the determinations of Ft ( ar ). Also since Z is retained throughout the

whole process of division and rejection the determinations of Yk ( x ) do enter

the sub-regions of which Z is an interior or boundary point, but the deter-

minations of Z2 ( x ) do not. Hence, the determinations of Z2 ( x ) enter into a

fewer number of sub-regions than do those of Yk(x) and therefore Yk(x)

is not a limit solution of F*_i(x) which enters irto a least number of sub-

regions of the Ärth division.    Thus, we get a contradiction.

Definition. A set of integrals such that any limit solution of any member of

the set is again a member of the set, and such that any member of the set is a limit

solution of any other member of the set, shall be called a cyclic system.

Theorems III and IV show the existence of cyclic systems, and it is clear

from the method of constructing the set L that every integral of the equation

dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y) has at least one cyclic system of limit solutions.

The integrals of a cyclic system are essentially alike over any region not

including a fixed singularity. For, taking a branch of one integral of a cyclic

system in the neighborhood of a point ar not the ar-coördinate of a fixed singu-

larity, then, from the definition, branches of any other integral of the system

may be found which differ indefinitely little from the branch of the chosen

integral in the neighborhood of ar. Moreover this neighborhood may be

taken indefinitely large so long as it includes no fixed singularity.

Theorem V. No two different cyclic systems of the same equation can have

an integral in common.

For, from the definition, a cyclic system may be generated from a single

one of its members by forming all the limit solutions of that member.

In the next section of this paper, we shall see that, because of this theorem,

in a large number of cases there cannot be more than one cyclic system for a

single equation. It appears probable that, in general, in these cases, the

cyclic system will consist of the totality of integrals of the equation. In these

cases every integral is a limit solution of any one integral, so that the deter-

mination of a single integral in its entirety is equivalent to determining every

integral of the equation.

Examples.

The general integral is y = Cex. All the integrals are single valued func-

tions, and therefore each individual integral is a cyclic system by itself. Here,

then, we have infinitely many distinct cyclic systems.

(II)
dy = Xj/
dx      x
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The general integral is
y = Cx\

If X is real and irrational, two distinct integrals, y = Cixx, y = C2xK will be

limit solutions of each other if and only if, Ci/C2 has absolute value equal to

unity. In this case if C is any constant, the family of integrals y = e'* CxK

obtained by giving <j> all real values will form a cyclic system. Here, too, we

have infinitely many cyclic systems.

™ .       £-?■
The general integral is

y log x 4- C "

The integral y = 0 is a limit solution of every integral of the equation.

Hence here there is only one cyclic system, and this consists of the integral

y = 0.

¿a;     2xi a: — ai     2-iri x — a2     2iri x — a3     2iri x — a4 '

Here we shall assume that a\, a2, a3, a4, are distinct, that Xi and X2 are reals

relatively incommensurable to each other, and that ¡xi and m are reals re-

latively incommensurable to each other.

The general integral is

y = 2¿l0g {X - ai) +Ûl°ë (X * fl2) + 2x"il0g {X - az)

+ 2xil0g ^X ~ a^ + C'

If t/o is a determination of any integral at a point a-o, then all the other

determinations of that integral are given by

i/o -I- (mi Xi + m2 X2) 4- i (m ¡n 4- nt m)

where mi, m2, ni, n2, independently take on all integral values positive and

negative.

But, inasmuch as Xi and X2 are relatively incommensurable, we may choose

mi, m2, so as to make mi Xi + m2 X2 indefinitely near to any preassigned real

number a. Similarly we may choose ni, n2 so as to make ni /¿i + n2 u2

indefinitely near to any preassigned real number 6.

Hence, at the point x considered, determinations of the integral exist,

which come indefinitely near to any previously chosen complex number, Z,

whatever.    Hence, since the integral considered was any integral, every
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integral of the equation has as limit solutions all the integrals of the equation.

Hence, for this equation, the totality of all the integrals forms a cyclic

system.

3. Fixed singularities and cyclic systems

The simplest type of fixed singularity, i. e., one where the curves

P(x,y) = 0   and    Q(x,y) = 0

have a simple intersection, has been much studied. Briot and Bouquet,* in a

classic memoir on this subject, proved the following facts. Let P(x,y)

and Q(x, y) when expanded into power series about x, y, begin respectively

with the terms a (x — x) + b (y — y) + • ■ ■, c (x — x) + d (y — y) +

Then since the intersection is simple, we have ad — be ^ 0. Hence neither

root of the equation for X, X2 — ( a + d ) X 4- ad — be = 0, can be zero.

Let the two roots of this equation be Xi and X2. When these two roots are

distinct, the integrals of the equation in the neighborhood of x, y are given

by g(x> y)kl/h(x, y)Kt = C, where C is an arbitrary constant, and g (ar, y)

and h(x, y) are functions of ar, y, and analytic and vanishing at x, y with

non-vanishing jacobian. The functions of ar defined by g(x,y) =0 and

h(x, y) = 0 will be integrals of the differential equation.

Theorem VI.t // Xi and X2 are distinct and their ratio is not real, then the

two integrals of the differential equation given by g (ar, y) = 0 and h(x,y) = 0

are limit solutions of all the other integrals of the equation which come within a

certain neighborhood of x, y.

Proof. Since the jacobian of g (x, y) and h (x, y) does not vanish at

x, y, we may map the neighborhood of x, y into a neighborhood of 0, 0,

by the transformation £ = g (x, y), v = h(x,y). This transformation

will be one to one and analytic. Then the "curves" g(x,y)kl/h(x,y)M = C

will go over into the curves £Ai/j?Aî = C; or r\ = C-1/Al £M/*2. Suppose that

the coefficient of the pure imaginary part of the ratio Xi/X2 is positive. If

then on any of the "curves" v = C_1/À2 £Al/As we let £ circle the origin in the

positive sense, staying at a constant distance from it, v will approach the

value zero. Hence v — 0 wiU De a limit solution of all the curves of the

family v = C~llK* £Al/A2 and therefore the curve g(x,y) = 0 will be a limit

solution of the family ^(ar, y)kl/h(x, y)Kt = C. If the coefficient of the

pure imaginary in the ratio Xi/X2 is negative, we derive the same conclusion

by letting £ circle the origin in the negative sense.    In a similar fashion we

»Journal  de  l'école  polytechnique,  vol. 21 (1856), pp. 161-198.

t Cf. Boutroux, Leçons sur les fondions définies par les équations différentielles du premier

ordre, p. 116. Rendiconti del Circolo matemático di Palermo,

vol. 24 (1907), pp. 209-222.
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may show that the curve h(x, y) = Oisa limit solution of every curve of the

family.

Corollary. The integrals of only one cyclic system can pass in the neigh-

borhood of a fixed singularity x, y, of the type in Theorem VI, unless the integrals

defined by g (x, y) = 0, and h ( x, y ) = 0 are finitely many-valued functions of

x, in which case each respectively will form a distinct cyclic system.

For by Theorem VI, all cyclic systems which pass in the neighborhood of

x, y, must have as members g(x, y) =0, or h(x, y) =0, and therefore

by Theorem V, there cannot be more than two distinct cyclic systems in the

neighborhood of x, y. Now suppose g(x, y) = 0 yields an infinitely many-

valued function, and belongs to a cyclic system. Then there must be in-

finitely many other members of the system which pass arbitrarily near x, y.

But by Theorem VI these must have A(x,j/)=0asa limit solution. Hence

there cannot be more than one cyclic system of integrals in the neighborhood

of x, y. Similarly if h(x, y) = 0 is infinitely many valued there cannot be

more than one cyclic system in the neighborhood of x, y.

Iî g(x,y) = 0 and h(x, y) = 0 are respectively finitely many valued, then

each will obviously be a cyclic system.

Example.
dy =  _\(x - y) + u(x4-y)

dx \(x - y) - u(x 4- y)'

The conditions of Theorem VI at the point (0,0) are satisfied if X//x is

not real.

The general integral is (y 4- x)V(y — x)* = C.   In this case

g(x,y)=y4-x,   and    h(x,y)=y-x.

Here g(x,y) = 0 and h(x, y) = 0 are respectively cyclic systems.

4.   A  FUNDAMENTAL  THEOREM

The remainder of this paper is confined to the equation whose fixed singu-

larities are all of the first kind.

If the equation dy/dx = P(x, y)/Q(x, y) is to have no finite singularity

of the second kind, it is evidently necessary and sufficient that Q ( x, y) shall

have no factor of the form x — x0. If there is to be no singularity of the

second kind at infinity, it is necessary and sufficient that the degree of Q ( x, y )

in x, shall exceed that of P ( x, y ) in a: by at least two.

An integral of such an equation which is finitely many valued must be

algebraic. For it is everywhere algebroid except possibly at the finite number

of fixed singularities; at these however, because they are of the first kind, the

integral must remain finite or become infinite.    Hence by generalizations of

Trans. Am. Matb. Soc. 6
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the theorem on removable singularities, the integral must be algebroid at the

fixed singularities, and, being everywhere algebroid, must be algebraic.

We come now to this

Fundamental theorem, Part I. If Yi(X) and Y2(X) are two integrals

of an equation, dy/dx = P (ar, y)/Q(x, y), all of whose fixed singularities

are of the first kind, and if Fi ( ar ) has no algebraic limit solution which differs

by a constant from an algebraic limit solution of F2 ( ar ), then either Fi ( x ) and

Y2 ( x ) have a limit solution in common, or Fi ( ar ) and F2 ( x ) each pass through

a common fixed singularity, i. e., when x tends along some path in the x-plane

to the point x, both Yi ( ar ) and F2 ( ar ) will approach the common value y, where

x, y, are the coordinates of a fixed singularity.

Part II. If Fi(ar) has algebraic limit solutions which differ only by con-

stants from limit solutions of Y2(x), and if none of these limit solutions are

themselves constants, then Fi ( ar ) and F2 ( x ) come arbitrarily near a common

fixed singularity.

Proof of Part I. We shall suppose that Fi ( ar ) and F2 ( ar ) have no limit

solution in common and show they must then pass through a common fixed

singularity.

With this hypothesis we have the following lemmas :

Lemma I. Let the x-coördinates of the fixed singularities and the point

infinity in the x-plane be surrounded by arbitrary circles, C, respectively. Then

there exists a positive number D, and a positive integer k, such that in any circle

in the x-plane of radius D, not overlapping the C circles, there are not more than

k branch points and zeros of the function Fi(ar) — F2(ar).*

Suppose the lemma were not true. Take a sequence of number pairs,

D', k'; D", k"; D'", k'"; etc., such that the D's are approaching zero, and

the k's are becoming infinite. Then for any pair D(i), Ärw it must be possible

to find ar(i), ¿A0, ¿A0, such that jfi (ar, ar(0, yf) -ft (ar, ar(i), ¿/(2°) has more

than kU) branch points and zeros inside a circle about ar(i) of radius D(i),

where /i (ar, ar(,), ¿/(i)), and f2 (ar, ar(t), y'^) are respectively branches of

Fi (ar) and F2 (ar). Let X be a limit point of the ar(,)'s. Choose a sequence

of ar(i)'s, which approach X, and let Fi be a limiting value of the corresponding

¿A'^s. Choose a sequence of pairs, ar(i), ¿A0, such that the ar's approach X,

and the ¿/'s approach Fi.    Let F2 be a limit point of the corresponding set y2x).

Now f'i ( x, X, Yi) — f2 ( x, X, Y2) has at X a branch point of finite order,

say the lih, and a zero of finite order, say the mth, provided that

fl(x,X, Yi) -f'2(x,X, Y2),

does  not  vanish  identically.   But  if f[(x, X, Yi) — f'2(x, X, F2) = 0,

* Accents here and later in the paper indicate differentiation.
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then integrating, we have fi(x, X, Yi) — f2(x, X, Y2) = C, a constant.

This constant cannot be zero since by hypothesis Yi(x) and Y2(x) have no

limit solution in common.    Further, we must have

Pjx,fi)     P(x,f2)      P(x,fi-c) = P(x,f24-c)

Qix.fi)     Qix,ft)     Qix,fi-e)     Q(x,f, + e)-

Hence fi(x, X, Yi) and f(x,X, Y2) would be respectively algebraic, and

differ from each other only by a constant. But this case is ruled out in the

hypothesis of the theorem.

Then by the algebroid character (in the extended sense noted) oif(x, X, Y)

in its three arguments, we may find a neighborhood of X, and neighborhoods

of X, Yi, and X, Y2, such that if a:(,), y[°, and a;(l), y2l) be respectively in

the latter two neighborhoods, then /I (a:, a:(i), t/w ) — f2 (x, x(i), ?/(20) as a

function of x will have branch points and zeros in the former neighborhood,

the sum of whose orders does not exceed I 4- m. But this contradicts the

defining property of the point X, Yi, Y2.

Lemma 2. Let the x-coördinates of the fixed singularities, and the point

infinity in the x-plane, be surrounded by arbitrary circles C. Then for any posi-

tive number E, there exists a positive number M such that if a point x\ is outside

the circles C, and if in a circle of radius E about this point xi (this circle not

overlapping the C circles), Y\(x) — Y'2(x) has no zero, we have

\Y[(xi) - Y'tixi) | > M.

Suppose the lemma were not true. Then, having chosen E arbitrarily,

choose a sequence of M's approaching zero: M', M", etc. Then for any Af(i)

we can find values, x(i), y^, y'2'\ such that in a circle of radius E about the

point a: and not overlapping the C circles, there is no zero of the function

f[ (x, x(i), y(i) ) - f2 (x, a:Ci), y'^), but nevertheless such that

|/; (*, *<« , jfi>) -f2(x, *<« , yf) | < M« .

Let I be a limiting value of the x(i)'s. Choose a sequence of a;(l)'s which

approach X. Let Fi be a limit value of the corresponding y^'s. Choose a

sequence of pairs, x(i), î/(,) , such that the x's approach X and the ?/i's approach

Fi. Let F2 be a limit point of the corresponding y^'s. Now, just as in

proof of the preceding lemma, f[(x, X, Yi) — f'2(x, X, Y2) cannot vanish

identically. Suppose that f\(x, X, Yi) — f2(x, X, Y2) has a zero at X.

Then there is a neighborhood of X, and this neighborhood may be taken

arbitrarily small, and a corresponding one of X, Fi, Y2, such that if xM,

*A°> y2), De m the latter neighborhood then f[ ( x, x(i>, y^) — f2 ( x, a;w , y2l))

has a zero in the former neighborhood.    Suppose that

f[(x,X,Yi) -f'2(x, Y,X2)
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is not zero at the point X. Then we can find a number m, and a neighbor-

hood of X and a neighborhood of (X, Fi, F2) such that if arw, ¿A0, ¿A0,

is in the latter neighborhood, then throughout the former neighborhood

/i(ar, ar(i), ¿A") —f2(x, ar(i), ¿A0) in absolute value exceeds m. Thus in

either case we are led to a contradiction.

We are now ready to prove the first part of the fundamental theorem.

Let Fi ( ar ) and F2 ( ar ) be the two integrals having no limit solutions in

common. At any point x in the ar-plane, not the ar-coördinate of a fixed

singularity, form the function w(x) = Fi(ar) — F2(ar) taking any branch

of each integral respectively.

Suppose w ( x ) is laid out on its Riemann surface. The only singularities

of w ( ar ) on this surface will be branch points and poles, and singularities in

the various sheets at the ar-coördinates of the fixed singularities. The totality

of these singularities is denumerable.*

Consider the lines of flow oí w(x) on the Riemann surface, i. e., those

curves along which arc w is constant, and consider the analytical extension

of such a curve in the direction of decreasing \w\. This extension can termi-

nate in these two ways; (1), the curve may approach a point at which |w|

approaches zero; (2) the curve may approach a singularity. If a curve exists

which terminates in the manner (1), then the main theorem is established.

For w(x) = Fi(ar) — F2(ar) can equal zero only by Fi (x) and F2 (ar)

going through a common fixed singularity. Suppose now there is no curve,

arc w = constant, which terminates in the manner (1). Then at the singu-

larities of w ( x ), iv 4= 0, and the values of arc w at these singularities is

denumerable. But the totality of values of arc w on the surface is non-

denumerable. Hence we may find curves, arc w = constant which do not

terminate in the manner (2). Since by hypothesis there are no curves which

terminate in the manner (1), these curves cannot terminate at all.

Consider such a non-terminating line of flow. Clearly we may surround

the point at infinity, and the ar-coördinates of the fixed singularities, in the

ar-plane by circles C, such that this line of flow does not continually remain

within one of these circles.

Suppose | w | approaches 0 along the line of flow. Then by reasoning similar

to that used in proving the two lemmas, it may be shown that Fi (X) and

Y2(X) would have a limit solution in common. Hence along the line of

flow we have \w\ > d > 0.

Let p be less than the number D of Lemma 1. Clearly p may be taken so

small, that we may cut an infinite number of distinct segments of the line of

flow by circles of radius p, having their centers on the line of flow, and not

* Cf. Poincaré, Rendiconti del Circolo matemático di Palermo,

vol. 2 (1888), pp. 197-200.
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overlapping the C circles.    Let such a circle of radius p have its center at a point

0 (see Fig. 1), cutting the segment LM of the line of flow of |w|.

Fig. 1

Then by Lemma I, there are not more than K branch points or poles of

Y\(X) - Y'2(X) within this circle.

Choose for the number E of Lemma 2, p/2¿. Surround the branch points

and poles of Fi ( x ) — Y2 ( x ) which lie within the circle of radius p by circles

of radius p/2¿. Then segments of LM will be outside these circles of radius

p/2¿, and the combined length of these segments will be not less than p/2.

On these segments by Lemma 2, \Y[(x) — Y'2(x)\> M > 0. Hence

along these segments,

d log w I

dx

But along the line of flow,

Y[(x) - Y'2(x)

Yi(x) - Y2(x)
>

M

d log w

dx

d log \w\

ds
>

M

d '

Hence along the segment LM, log \w\ diminishes by more than Mp/d.

Hence since an infinite number of segments such as LM may be found along

the line of flow of \w\, log |w[ decreases indefinitely along the line of flow.

But this contradicts the hypothesis that d > 0.

Proof of Part II. Suppose that a pair of limit solutions Zi(x), Z2(x)

of Fi (x) and F2 (x) respectively satisfy the relation Z[(x) — Z'2(x) = 0

so that Z\ and Z2 are algebraic.   Then

f\(x,X, Yi) -fi(x,X, Y2)

may vanish identically. But since Zi(x) is not a constant it will certainly

have a pole for some value of x. But by the relation Z\(x) — Z'2(x) =0

it follows that Z2 ( x ) also has a pole for this value of x. Hence Z\(x) and

Z2(x) pass through a common fixed singularity. But now, if a limit solu-

tion of an integral passes arbitrarily near to a fixed singularity, then that
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integral also must pass arbitrarily near to that fixed singularity. Hence

Fi ( x ) and F2 ( ar ) must come respectively arbitrarily near to the common

fixed singularity of Zi ( x ) and Z2 ( ar ), which proves the second part of the

theorem.

If a pair of limit solutions Zi(x), Z2(x) reduce to constants, it is no longer

true as in the preceding paragraph, that they will pass through a common

fixed singularity.

5. The solutions and the fixed singularities.   Algebraic solutions

Theorem VII. If an integral stay uniformly away from a fixed singularity,

then so do all its limit solutions.

By staying uniformly away, we mean that if ( x, y ) is the fixed singularity,

and Y(x) the integral, then ar and y do not come within arbitrarily pre-

scribed neighborhoods of ( x, y ). With this explanation the theorem becomes

obvious.

Theorem VIII. If all the fixed singularities of an equation are of the simplest

type, and if for all of them the ratio of Xi to \2 is not real (see section 3), then

there cannot be more than one cyclic system of integrals of the equation, unless all

the cyclic systems reduce to algebraic integrals.

For suppose there were two systems, one not reducing to an algebraic

integral. Then consider any pair of integrals, taken one from each cyclic

system respectively. By Theorems III and V, we see that they cannot have

a limit solution in common. They must therefore go through a common

fixed singularity. But all the fixed singularities are of the type for which

the corollary to Theorem VI applies, and since one of the cyclic systems does

not reduce to a finitely valued integral, it must be the only cyclic system in

the neighborhood of that fixed singularity.

Theorem IX. If all the fixed singularities of an equation are of the simplest

type, and if for all of them the ratio of Xi to Xi is not real (see section 3), then

there cannot be more than n algebraic integrals not reducing to constants, where

n(n — 1)      , ,
-ñ-+ k = m,       0 < « =i n,

where n and k are integers, and m is the total number of fixed singularities.

For these integrals must pass in pairs through different fixed singularities.

We now consider the following important question: Are there any integrals

of an equation, which stay uniformly away from all the fixed singularities of

the equation? Obviously, an integral y = constant, must always pass

through fixed singularities.

Theorem X.    If there is any integral of the equation which stays uniformly
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away from all the fixed singularities of the equation* then there is a cyclic system

all of whose integrals stay uniformly away from the fixed singularities, and there

is no other cyclic system of the equation. The integrals of this cyclic system are

limit solutions of every integral of the equation.

For let us form a limiting cyclic system (see Theorem III) from the given

integral. This will stay away uniformly from the fixed singularities by

Theorem VII. As we have noted, such a cyclic system cannot reduce to a

constant. There can be no other cyclic system, for an integral of another sys-

tem would have to have a fixed singularity in common with every integral

of the first cyclic system. Also, since any integral of this system cannot

have a fixed singularity in common with any of the integrals of the equation,

it must be a limit solution of every integral of the equation.

An algebraic integral is a cyclic system of integrals in itself. Hence we

have these corollaries :

Corollary I. 7/ there is an algebraic integral of the equation which passes

through a fixed singularity, then there are no integrals of the equation which stay

uniformly away from the fixed singularities.

Corollary II. If there is an integral y = constant, then there are no inte-

grals of the equation which stay uniformly away from the fixed singularities.

Corollary III. If there are two algebraic integrals of the equation, then

there are no integrals of the equation which stay uniformly away from the fixed

singularities.

If the degree of P ( x, y ) in y does not exceed the degree of Q ( x, y ) in y

by as much as 2, then the transformation, y = 1/y, will carry the given

equation into one which admits the integral, y = 0. Hence we get the

corollary :

Corollary IV. If the degree of P(x, y) in y alone, does not exceed the

degree of Q(x, y) in y alone by as much as 2, then there are no integrals of

the equation which stay uniformly away from the fixed singularities.

Theorem XI. If the curves P ( x, y ) = 0, and Q ( x, y ) = 0, have only

finite intersections in the projective sense, and if all these intersections are simple,

then any algebraic integral must pass through a fixed singularity.

Let the integral be given by the algebraic equation, F ( x, y ) = 0. Let

the total degrees of P(x,y), Q(x,y), F(x, y), be respectively, p, q, f.

Let the degrees of P(x, y), Q(x, y), F(x, y), Fx(x, y), Fy(x, y) in x

alone respectively by pi, qi,fi, fix, fiy, and in y alone respectively by p2,q2,

ft , fix , fiy •
The case where p2 — q2 < 2 has been disposed of by Corollary 4 so that we

have the relations

(1)_ Pi^qt + 2,

* The restriction is still kept that all the fixed singularities of the equation are of the first

kind, see section 5.
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(2) gi^Pi + 2.

Now since F(x, y) represents an integral of the equation

(3) PFy + QFX m GF,

where G(x, y) is a polynomial whose total degree we shall denote by g,

and whose degree in x alone and in y alone respectively by ¡71 and g2. We

have then these relations,

(4) fu-fi-l,

(5) /taS/.,

(6) /i»==/i,

(7) /*-/«-!•

From (2), (3), (4), (6), we have

(8) qi+fi-l^gi+fi   whence   qt - 1 S gi,

and from (1), (3), (5), (7),

(9) p2 + h - 1 = g¡ 4- ft   whence   p2 - 1 S g2.

Suppose that p = q.   Then from (3)

(10) p+f-i^g+f,   or  p-l = i.

Now if the algebraic integral F ( ar, y ) = 0 passes through no fixed singu-

larity, the curve F ( x, y ) = 0, will not pass through any of the intersections

of the curves P(x,y) = 0, and Q(x,y) = 0. Hence from (3), G(x,y)

must pass through all the intersections of P (x, y) = 0 and Q (x, y) = 0,

and since these are simple, they will be pq in number. Hence G ( ar, y ) = 0

must meet Q(x, y) = 0 in pq points, and by (10) we have pq > gq. Hence

G (x, y) does contain Q ( ar, y ) as a factor, or G (x, y) m L(x, y)Q(x, y).

But this contradicts (8).

Similarly we are led to a contradiction if q > p.

Corollary. 7/ the curves P (x, y) =0 and Q(x, y) = 0 have only simple

finite intersections in the projective sense, and if there is a single algebraic integral,

then there are no integrals of the equation which stay uniformly away from the

fixed singidarities.


